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KONCOMPLETE SUMS OFMULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS 

P. ERD6S and I. KiTA (Budapest) 

1. It is well known t’1~a.t ,X$(d) = 0 for all n > 1. We are interested 
djn 

concerning the upper est’imate of 

.&f(n) = max N(12,x) = max j 2 p(d) / . 
* t din 

d<z 

Previously it wa’s proved that’ 

(1.1) 

where w(n) denotes t,he number of different prime factors of n (See [l], [2]). 

One of us asked in a recent paper [3] whether N(n) has a better upper 

estimate for almost all n. Explicitly it was asked whether 

(1.2) N(n) -I-’ 21W(“) 

holds for almost all integers n with a suitable constant a: < 1. Now we prove 

a more general theorem, whence (1.2) will immediately follow. 

2. THEoREfix. Let f(n) be u w22iltiplimtire fumtio72 sati.$yiny the m2- 
ditiom: a) 1 f(n) 1 < 1; b) Let $7’ denote the set of yinze& JJ for which f(p) = - 1, 

1 

To prove this we need two lemmas. 
Let x1 = log x, x2 = log x1 , yl = log 9, y2 = log y1 , Q(n) be the number 

of all prime divisors of 71. counted each of them by t.heir multiplicity. Let 
F be an arbitrarily small positive constant, X = (1 + F)x,! . The symbol A” 

denotes a s.um extended over those ~1. for which Q(lz) 5 R. Since, by t,he 
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well known theorem of HARDY and RAMANCJAB 1 O(n) - zr2 j < E x, holds 
for all n 2 x except, at most o(z) of them, therefore the 2 is extended over 

almost all 9$. Let for an arbitrary A > 1 2(72’, 2, A) = C 1, i < d -< 2. 
din 

d(n) denotes the number of divisors of n. 

LERrbfA 1. We Isazqe 

(22% ~rA~x~2hA h-1,A) 2 cx .2R x2 (log A). 

PROOF. For din, 6% let (c&6) = cc, d = ILZI, 6 = ac, (u,u) = 1. 

If A, =( d 2 0 5 A”+l, then 11 2 n 5 AT!. Hence 

2 = 2’Acxr2(n: A”“l, A) 5=gil 1 derxl , 

where the last sum is extended over those a, 11. V, 2 for which n i x, O(n) < 
s R, u ( v 5 Au. Therefore z1 < 2 S’ YU,Dr 

uu$$ 

Since d(m) / yQtrn) , hence 

To estimate Z; we use the following theorem due to HARDY and RAMASUJ-PT: 

if ~7, (y) is the nzcmber of n 2. y with Q(n) = T, then 

Hence 

(2.3) 

Hence 

y (u 2f+l) r; c 2 
1 

2L<A v 1OgU2’ 
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Ta.king this estimate into (2-l), we have 

(2.4) z1 5 cx 2R log A 2 2-Q(u) 
ulluylog. 

Furthermore, by (2.3) 

Consequently, from (2.4) 

xl I cx ZR (log A)x~ , 
which proves the lemma. 

Let p(n) denote the smallest prime divisor p of n for which p E 8, 
pz { n. We take p(n) = 03 if such p does not exist. 

LEMNA 2. We hrxe, 

if A, + 00 arbitrarily slowly. 

This can be proved, by using the Eratosthenes’ sieve; therefore we omit 
its proof. 

3. Now we prove the theorem. We have 

2 4k4 = d%2,.ff(4 +f(Pw) d$ mL 
12 

din nJ=po. 
d_<z dS d<z/p(n) 

Since f(p(n)) = -1, therefore 

(3.1) 
dp(n)<dlz 

djz din’ 

Introducing Dhe notations 

C(u) = max 1 zf(d) 1 , TB (n) = max 7(n: z, B), 

r’ 
d$ 

i 

from (3.1) we have 

(3.2) C(n) 5 T, (n) if p(n) I R. 

By choosing A = B’, we have 

Ti (n) ( max r* (n; A”, A) 2 C r2 (12; Akfl A), 

k A”<x - 

and hence, by Lemma 1 

(3.3) 2’ T’; (n) 2 cr 2R xg log A. 

4 Periodica &fat. 1 (3) 
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Let B = z1 . From (3.3) TB(n) ( .ZR/’ x,” for all n 2 x except perha,ps some 
the number of which smaller than czzg” = o(x). 
Since 

p(n) 2 B and 1 G(n) - x2 1 < ‘x2 

for almost all n, therefore, from (3.2) 

for almost all n. 
Using the arbitrariness of c: we obta’in the assert,ion of the theorem. 
It is probable t,hat our theorem is nearly best possible. We conjecture 

that for every E > o and a,lmost all n X(n) > n’l~-~. 
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